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1. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS PAPER we study the existence of weak solutions of the problem 
q u + VG(u) = f(t, x) 
i 
(t, x) E R = (0, 7r) x (0, n) 
u(t, x) = 0 (r, x) E 80, 
(1.1) 
where q is the wave operator a2/dt2 - i,J2/ax2, G: R” -+ R is a function of class C2 such that 
VG(0) = 0 and fi si + R” is a continuous function having first derivative with respect to t in 
(L,(Q))” and satisfying 
f(O, x) = f(% x) = 0 (1.2) 
for all x E [0, rc]. 
We assume that there exist two n x n real symmetric matrices A d B with eigenvalues 
cI1 < c+ d . . . < a, and P, < P, d . . . d fin respectively, such that 
(i [ai>Bi])n{k’ -j’;k,jEN) = li7 (1.3) 
and 
A < (d2G(u)/&$uj) < B for all u E R”. (1.4) 
Our main result is 
THEOREM A. If (1.3) and (1.4) hold then (1.1) has a unique weak solution. In addition, such a weak 
solution belongs to (8’(52))“. 
A result analogous to Theorem A was proved by Ahmad [l] ( existence) and Lazer [2] (unique- 
ness) for a second order system of ODES. 
Our interest in proving Theorem A came from noticing that a simple extension of the results 
in [4] to systems, shows that (1.1) has a unique weak solution if there exist two real numbers p 
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andqsuchthatCp,q]n(k* -j*:k,jEN} = @and 
pl d (il*G(u)/&~,&~,) d ql for all u E R”. (1.4’) 
Unfortunately, the methods of [4] do not seem to extend to cover the case when we assume (1,4) 
rather than (1.4’). 
Let us denote by R( 0) and Ker( Cl) the range and kernal respectively of the operator 
•i : D(0) c (l?(sZ))” -+ (L#2))” with Dirichlet boundary condition. We prove Theorem A using a 
Galerkin approximation procedure. At each finite dimensional step we prove the existence of an 
approximate solution by applying a minimax theorem due to Lazer-Landesman-Meyers [3]. 
Condition (1.4) allows us to give an a priori estimate in (L,(R))” for the approximate solutions. 
The fact that the operator o with Dirichlet boundary condition has a compact inverse on R(O) 
gives us the existence of u E R(O) and t’ E Ker(U) so that u + v satisfies (1.1) in a weak sense. 
The methods used here apply to (1.1) with other boundary conditions (Neumann, periodic, 
mixed) with very little modification. 
Finally we remark that if condition (1.4) is replaced by: there exists r > 0 such that 
A d (~2G(u)/~u,duj) < B for IIuJJ B r, (1.4’) 
then it can be proved that (1.1) has a solution. This solution is not necessarily unique and in 
(fir@))“. Assuming (1.4) rather than (1.4”) gives us the advantage of obtaining a much simpler 
variational characterization of the approximate solutions which has numerical analytic implica- 
tions (see [3, Section 71). 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We let (a,; i = 1,. . . , n> and (bi; i = 1,. . . , n} be orthonormal bases of R” such that 
Aai = aiai Bbi = Pibi for i = l,...,n. (2.1) 
We denote by &: a + R the function defined by &(t, x) = (2/7c) sin(kt) sin(lx). Clearly 
{&; k, 1 E N) is a complete orthonormal set in L*(R). Moreover, {&; k = 1,2, . . .} is a complete 
orthonormal set in Ker(O). 
For each positive integer N we define 
X, = 1 pikl&bi; 1 < i < n, k2 - l2 > pi, (k* - 1’1 6 N, k* d N, pik, E R , 
i,k,l 
YN = c pik,4k,bi; 1 < i d n, k* - 1* < pi, jk2 - 1’1 < N, k* ,< N, pikl ER , 
i, k, I 
and 
1 pi&k~ai:1<i<n,k2- 1’ c ai, (k2 - 1’1 < N, k2 < N, pik, E R , 
i,k,l 
- 1’1 < N,k* < N,ck,eR” . (2.2) 
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Clearly X,@ Y, = E, and fi E, is dense in (Lz(0))n. We let (, ),, and 1) (I0 denote the usual 
N=l 
inner product and norm in (L,(R))“, respectively, and let [I 11  denote the norm in (8’(Q)” given 
by 1/r/[; = ~,([&/&l’ + I&@(‘). 
We will need the main result of [3] restated here as: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let j be a C2 functional on a Hilbert space H. Suppose X and Z are closed subspaces 
of H (not necessarily orthogonal) so that X is finite dimensional and H = X@ Z. If there exist 
constants m,, rn2 > 0 such that 
<D2j(+, w> 2 ml I(w(j2 and 
(D2j(u)v, tl) < -m”z(/~I12 forall UEH,WEZ,L’~X, 
then there exists a unique u0 E H such that Vj(u,) = 0 and j(u,) = max min j(x + y), 
xsx yez 
Define the functional J: (g’(Q))” -+ R by 
J(u) = r [(au/k au/ax) - (au/% au/at)]/;! + G(U) - (J; u). 
where ( , ) denotes the usual inner product in R”. Since we are assuming that G is of class C2 and 
that @‘G(u)/8 u u ia J is uniformly bounded it follows that J is of class C’. We observe that if J, 
denotes the restriction of J to EN then 
(vJ,(~), C) = s (au/ax, au/ax) - (au/at, aqaf) + (vG(z~), 4 - (f, U) (2.3) R 
for all u, t’ E EN, where ( , ) denotes the duality pairing. We denote by D2JN(u) the Hessian of J, 
at u. 
LEMMA 2.2: For each positive integer N there exists a unique uN E E, such that VJ,(u,) = 0. 
Moreover, 
J,(u,) = max min J(x + 2). 
XPX&. ZEZN 
Proof: Fix u E EN; then for each w = iT 1 ~i!&kPi ’ ‘IV 
. 9 
@J,(u)w, W) = 
s 





jaw/ax)2 - law/at)2 + (AW, W) 
= ; (12 - k2 + ai)& 2 m,jlw/; 
i,k,l 
where m, = min{12 - k2 + ai: 1 < i d n, 1, k E N, l2 - k2 + ai > 0). Similarly, for ti E X,, 
(2.5) 
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where m2 = min{k’ - l2 - /Ii: 1 d i < n, 1, k E N, l2 - k2 + pi < O}. From this we conclude 
that X, n 2, = (0). It is easy to see that dim 2, = dim YN and so E, = X,0 Z,. In addition, 
(2.4) and (2.5) show that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied, which completes the proof. 
We now write Up = uk + u”, with u; E X, and ui E Z,. By Lemma 2.2 we have 
0 = (VJJUJ, u,: - u;) 
= 
s 
(adiax, a4ia.4 - (au;iat, au;iat) - (au;/ax, au;lax) + (au$at, a+at) 
R 
+ (S ’ (a2qsu,yauiaUj)U, ds, (u,: - u;) - (f, U; - 14;) 0 > 
d 
s 
(auk/ax, auk/ax) - (aqat, auk/at) - (augax, au;/ax) + (aqat, a+at) + (h;, u;) 
- &. 4) + llfllo 44Ilo + llum 
d -+4ll~ - 44x + llfllO<II4IIO + ilu;llO,? (2.6) 
where m, and m2 are as in Lemma 2.2. Since m, and m2 are positive and independent of N 
inequality (2.6) proves that {uNJN is bounded in (L2(n))n. 
It is well documented that for each h E R(O) there exists a unique w in the orthogonal comple- 
ment of Ker( 0) which is a weak solution of q u = h in Cl, u = 0 on aR. Moreover, w E (c’(n)) 
and there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
llwll 1 d cllhllo~ (2.7) 
Now we write uN = cN + wN with oN E R(O) and w, E Ker(n). We let QN denote the orthogonal 
projection onto E, n R(O). Because of Lemma 2.2 we have •I z’~ = Q,(f - VG(u,)) in 0, L’~ E 0 
on 80. Hence by (2.7), we have 
ll%lI 1 G C ((f I(, + ~S1iS2G(su,)iauiauj)uN ds 
( i ii) 0 
G c(llfll, + d&%j ll~il~, 1P,I ~IuN(~o; N = LT.. 4 
= K. (2.8) 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
First we claim that {u,}, is bounded in @l(R))“. To show this, by (2.8) it is sufficient o prove 
that (w,,,}~ is bounded in (fi’@))n. To do so we write wIv = w,’ + w;, where w; E X, and 
wN+ E Z,. Since L’ = a2w,+/at2 - a2w;/at2 E E, n Ker(o), by Lemma 2.2 we have 
0 = 
s 
(VG(u,), E) - (f, c). (3.1) 
Therefore, integrating by parts, using (1.2;and VG(0) = 0 and noting that (law,/& 11 o = 11 iYw,/dxl( o 
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we have 
2 - c, (IwN(I 1 + s (Aaw,+iat, aw;iat) - (saw;/at, aw;jat) 
2 - c,Il%llI + ~211wx + c3I/YJl:~ 
s R 
(3.2) 
where C, comes from the facts that (?G(u)/?u,~u~) and { I/u,~~,}~ are uniformly bounded, 
2C, = min{cc,; cli > 0} and 2C, =<min{ --pi;bi < O}. From (3.2) it is clear that {/uNll,} is 
bounded. Let (Q, WJ E [H’(R))” x (H’(R))” b 
weakly in (H’(Q))” x (H’(Q))” to (u,, w&. 
e such that some subsequence {(Us,, w,~)} j converges 
We claim that no = L’,, + w0 is a weak solution of (1.1). Let 4: Q + R” be any C” function 
with compact support in 0. Let 4j be the orthogonal projection of 4 on E,,. Since c E,, is 
dense in (L,(Q)) we see that 4j -+ 4 in (L,(Q)) 
j=l 
and q 4j -+ q 4 in (L2(Q))“. Therefore, using 
Lemma 2.2 we have 
s 
(i~,,,n@ + (VG(u,), 4) - (f, 4) 
R 
+ (VG(uo) - VG(U,~ + w~j), +j) + (~‘0 - t’Nj’ 0 ~j>. (3.3) 
It is clear that the right-hand side of (3.3) tends to zero asj tends to infinity. Hence u,, is a weak 
solution of (1.1) which by construction is in @Z’(Q)) and this proves the existence part of Theorem 
A. 
Finally, we prove that (1.1) has at most one weak solution. Suppose that u1 and u2 are two 
such solutions. For i = 1, 2, let ui = xf + zh be the projection of ui onto E,, where XL E X, 
and zi E Z,. Let L’~ = x; - xi, wN = zi - z& We have 
o= 1-I (u’ - U2,cl(UN - w,)) + (1 ’ (a%(U’ + S(d - U2))/aUiaUj)(d - U2)ds, + - WN n 0 
= 
S{ 
(t’N + W,,O (L’N - W,,) + 
(s 
’ (d2G(U2 + S(d - U2))/&$Uj)(+ + WN) dS, llN - W,,, 
R 0 > 
-t d (a%(22 + ~(22 - 22))/auiauj) 
(u’ - u,: + u; - u2) ds, L’~ - wN 
r 
6 J (0, + B+, q,r) - (Ow, + Aw,, w,,} + C(jlu’ - &II0 + l/u2 - u;IIo) 
d ~~211~Nlli - ~1II%!1102 + C(llu’ - 4llo + llu2 - 4lIJ 
Consequently, t’N and wN tend to zero as N -+ co, and so u1 = u2. 
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